
The Alumni Crawfish Boil
   Nothing summarizes Louisiana's culture, heritage, and cuisine more than
a Crawfish Boil surrounded by family and friends. On April 22nd, the Founding
Fathers and Alumni of Alpha Tau Omega at Louisiana State University
celebrated the return of the chapter at Walk Ons with the First Annual Crawfish
Boil. With this opportunity for multiple generations of brothers to come together,
our men were able to connect and share experiences about the fraternity for
the first time. The colony is extremely excited for future events with Alumni and
cannot wait to work with them for the betterment of the chapter.

Brothers hear experiences from
David Chauvin.

Brother Dylan Scully relates the
fraternity's impact on campus to Cliff
Mount and Bill Munsen.

A Month of Service

   This past month, the men of the Epsilon Zeta Chapter at LSU continued to serve the LSU



and Baton Rouge communities to “work together for the elevation of man.” On the very first
day of the month, the brothers participated in LSU’s annual Geaux Big Baton Rouge, a day-
long event in which every student organization ventures out to different parts of the city to
perform much-needed service throughout the community. With thirty-six brothers in
attendance, Alpha Tau Omega was the largest Greek organization that arrived eager to
clean garbage from the streets of Baton Rouge. Later in the month, the colony was
specifically requested to brandish machetes in order to clear out the brush detrimental to
the growth of the plant life at the LSU AgCenter’s Botanic Gardens at Burden, an
agricultural site with nearly 440 acres of land. Several brothers also participated in National
Volunteer Week hosted by the Points of Light foundation. Throughout this week, the colony
men contributed to two letter-drive campaigns for veterans and ill children, to Spring
Greening Day for the re-landscaping of the entire LSU campus, and to the annual Potato
Drop for the packaging of 25,000 pounds of sweet potatoes to be donated to the Greater
Baton Rouge Food Bank.

One of several groups of brothers
collecting garbage along the streets
of Baton Rouge.

A team of brothers pulls defiantly in
tug-of-war to take second place in
the Schoolyard Scramble.

  Within the Greek community this month, the Epsilon Zeta men were requested by the
women of the Zeta Tau Alpha and Alpha Delta Pi sororities and of the Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity to assist in their philanthropy events. The brothers set up tables and an event
stage in the Zeta Tau Alpha house for their Twelve Hour Pancake Breakfast from 12 a.m.
to 12 p.m. with the goal to raise funds for breast cancer awareness and education while
also offering a late night meal to students studying for a long week of exams. In a mutual
event hosted by Alpha Delta Pi and Sigma Phi Epsilon, the colony again went above and
beyond by recruiting men for two teams to compete and take second place in the
“Schoolyard Scramble,” losing only to the hosting fraternity team. The event raised nearly
$16,000 to benefit the former’s philanthropy of the Ronald McDonald House of New
Orleans and the latter’s Boys Hope Girls Hope of Baton Rouge, a number that the Epsilon
Zeta colony is proud to have been a part of and hopes to far surpass in the near future for
its own Children’s Miracle Network philanthropy.



Josh Vrettos racing through an
obstacle course at Alpha Delta Pi's
philanthropy event. 

Brothers working together to win Tug
of War at Alpha Delta Pi's
Schoolyard Scramble. 

A Bond of Brothers

   At the start of this month, the men of the Epsilon Zeta colony were challenged
to expand on the brotherhood they began developing since colonization in a
new way, Families. These Families were made up of ten randomly selected
brothers. The Families built up bonds by competing with each other for the title
of the best. One Family hosted a crawfish boil for the colony over LSU’s spring
break, whereas another Family hosted a cook-off in one brother’s hand-built
pizza oven. With Final Exams Week approaching, the colony’s Scholarship
Chair created a competition to earn the most study hours in Middleton Library
with the motivation of a $100 restaurant gift card as the prize. With free food on
the line, this contest was not taken lightly as Families camped out between
book shelves and poured over Fluid Mechanics notes. Fueled by coffee and
Papa John’s pizza, a single Family stood tall after the hard-fought war that
engrossed nearly seven hundred total hours of studying in a single week, a
number that exemplifies the top GPA among all the campus’s fraternities. In
continuing competition outside of academics, the Families organized a flag
football championship for athletic bragging rights. The strong showing of talent
has motivated the colony to participate in the upcoming intramural season in
the Fall semester against the rest of the league.



One of the Families pulls an all-
nighter to compile study hours and
prepare for upcoming exams.

Brothers fight for an incoming pass
in Family football.

A Month of Excellence

Chalon Fogarty

Chalon Fogarty is a freshmen Pre-
Medical Biology major from New

Andre Broussard is a junior
Marketing major from Thibodaux,
currently serving on the Alumni
Relations Committee and as a
member of the Pi Sigma Epsilon
business fraternity, in which he
develops expert skills for a future in
the competitive business world. After
founding LSU’s own waterskiing
team and coaching since the
summer of 2015, Andre has
competed in five regional
championships and one national
championship. This summer Andre
will ski in collegiate all-star, regional,
and potentially national competitions.
Andre was named brother of the



Orleans and serves on the Alumni
Relations and Social Service
Committees of the fraternity while
also staying active in the Christ the
King Church on LSU’s campus.
Chalon plans to become a surgeon
after graduating from medical school
and hopes to spend a year serving
the Doctors Without Borders
organization before working as a
pediatric surgeon for the Children’s
Miracle Network here in Louisiana.
When not putting others before
himself, he can be found playing
volleyball or enjoying the latest
Netflix series; his two favorite
downtimes. Chalon was nominated
as Brother of the Week for the work
he did in regards to arranging the
Alumni crawfish boil and setting up
the colony’s next giveback event for
the Children’s Miracle Network.

Andre Broussard

week for the recognition he’s
received from his fellow brothers,
both inside and outside of service
events, as being a dependable,
dedicated, and outgoing individual.

Kyle Lemoine

Kyle Lemoine is a junior Mechanical
Engineering major from Destrehan
who serves as the colony’s Social
Chair while also devoting his time to
the Public Relations Committee. In
the future, Kyle hopes to use his
mechanical engineering degree to
design machines and robots that
improve the quality of life of
humanity. Kyle is also a member of
the Society of Peer Mentors, an
engineering-based program that
advises underclassmen through
LSU’s engineering program, and a
member of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, which
provides unique opportunities to



work with leading engineering firms,
such as ones that work directly with
Congress in establishing budgets.
Kyle was nominated for Brother of
the Week for exemplifying the true
character of a gentleman towards
women, especially as an example for
the colony in its first exchange with
the Delta Gamma Sorority.
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